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🔥Mueller’s public statement was a chess move‼ He
repudiated parts of Barr’s 19pg memo but also used
Barr’s own words that it was Congress’s duty to impeach
Trump if there was wrong doing. To begin, no one can
dispute Barr’s own claim that he was “in the dark about
many facts.”🔥
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💥Mueller made it VERY clear in his statement that Trump had assistance from the

highest levels of the Kremlin on the 2016 election which REFUTES Barr’s memo that

claims Trump was a “democratically elected President”👇

🔥Barr himself says in his memo that “the determination whether the President is

making decisions based on “improper” motives or whether he is “faithfully”

discharging his responsibilities” is up to Congress in the Impeachment process‼ 👇
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🔥Mueller told Congress AND the public that EVERYTHING we needed to Impeach

Trump is in his Report AND to READ IT‼ Barr’s memo says Congress should be

”quick to respond” and is answerable to “allegations wrongdoing” and “ultimately

SUBJECT TO THE JUDGEMENT OF CONGRESS”‼ 
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💥BOOM💥Mueller wants us to use Barr’s own words in his 19 page memo against

him‼ Barr says that the President “is ANSWERABLE for ANY abuses in discretion”

and “that the President is NOT the judge in his own cause.” See Nixon v Harlow.

🔥Barr wrote: “The remedy of impeachment demands that the President remains

accountable under law for his misdeeds in office”🔥WTF are we waiting for⁉

@SpeakerPelosi @KamalaHarris @AdamSchiff @tribelaw @RepSwalwell

🔥 Illegitimate President 🔥 Trump admitted that Russia helped him win the election
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Trump has these weird ‘tells’ - like a really bad poker player.

💥General Flynn’s assistant, KT McFarland, admitted that Russia threw the election

to Trump💥
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Replying to @kelly2277 and 15 others

KT McFarland admits Russia is to thank for Trump’s win
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Russia admits that “Trump is Ours”
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RUSSIA ADMITS THEY GOT TRUMP ELECTED
Why can’t we  “Trump is ours” is the slogan of Russia- but 
they are angry about sanctions -as that’s the reason they stole 
the election. They discuss in public not helping Trump in the mid 
terms.  thedailybeast.com/trump-is-ours-…

252 12:31 PM - Aug 16, 2018

219 people are talking about this

‘Trump Is Ours’: Kremlin Media Fear Dem Victory in November
As Russian pundits and politicians lose faith in Trump, they hope the
Hill can help them—or at least not impose its promised ‘sanctions bill
thedailybeast.com

😳Konstantin Rykov admits that he helped Trump win
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What’s the link between Wikileaks, Russia and Cambridge 
Analytica Rykov admits to using Wikileaks here  
twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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Heres part of the translation from Rykov. Admits using Wikileaks
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🔥Russian spies @ARTEM_KLYUSHIN and @AlferovaYulya admit they helped

Trump win
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@rykov @ARTEM_KLYUSHIN and @AlferovaYulya bragged 
about helping Trump win  twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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Read this thread on Rykov’s Facebook confession. Maria 
Katasonova was KEY  twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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Klyushin- Fancy Bear 🐻 admits Putin directed Trump’s win
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Kylushin tweeted: 
Blessed is Putin, my rock, teaching my hands to the battle, my 
fingers to war. (C) TRAMP  
facebook.com/ARTEM.KLYUSHIN...
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🔥Kevin McCarthy and Paul Ryan admit that Russia helped Trump win🔥
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HOLY SHIT - stay w me folks Remember when Kevin 
McCarthy and Paul Ryan said ‘Putin pays Rohrabacher and 
Trump’ It was a few days after they had both been briefed by 
the Ukrainian PM, Groysman, about RU attempts to undermine 
democratic institutions theguardian.com/us-news/2017/m…
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Top Republican was recorded suggesting that Putin pays Trump
In exchange first reported by the Washington Post, House majority
leader suggested to members that Trump was in Putin’s payroll – but
theguardian.com

💥💣💥17 INTEL AGENCIES said that Russia helped Trump win the election ‼ 
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17 US Intel Agencies say Putin, himself, DIRECTED the 
Election Psyop. HACKED emails were transferred to WikiLeaks 
to hide RU sources
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🔥GCHQ admits that Russia helped Trump win the election‼ 
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British spies were first to spot Trump team's links with Russia
Exclusive: GCHQ is said to have alerted US agencies after becoming aware of
contacts in 2015
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🔥Why does Trump hate our Allies⁉Because FVEY knows Putin helped Trump

become President🔥How? They collect ALL communications👇
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• • •

🔥Why did Trump and Putin actively cooperate to dismantle NATO⁉ Because we

have ‘other‘ intel co-operation links, through a NATO Special Committee which

gathers the heads of the security services of ALL these parties🔥THIS IS WHY WE

MUST IMPEACH TRUMP‼ 
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